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Introduction and overview

Scope of this report

Geography Industry Technology Trailblazers
Global Life sciences Analytics & AI Seven leading life sciences commercial 

analytics & AI start-ups

Background of the research
 Life sciences commercial analytics & AI solutions can be described as those that help sales and marketing teams analyze large-scale unstructured data into datasets, and harness 

proprietary, cognitive capabilities to provide real-time insights around customer data management, customer engagement, and field sales effectiveness improvement among many 
others

 Life sciences enterprises are actively investing in transforming their commercial operations to meet their business demands. Industry agnostic technologies in the commercial space 
lack the real-time or data integration capabilities specific to the life sciences domain (that analytics & AI solutions offer), due to which enterprises find it difficult to achieve visibility over 
various stakeholders in the life sciences commercial landscape, and fail to attain the best value for their commercialization efforts

 Recognizing this opportunity, multiple analytics & AI start-ups with a focus on transforming life sciences commercial operations have emerged over the past decade. These start-ups 
are constantly innovating to provide agile, scalable, and easily integrable out-of-the-box solutions, which focus on delivering deep insights, prescriptive suggestions, and precision 
forecasting

 In this research, we present an assessment of start-ups that offer proprietary life sciences commercial analytics & AI solutions, primarily focusing on their core capabilities and market 
impact. We present an assessment and detailed profiles of leading life sciences commercial analytics & AI start-ups

 The assessment is based on secondary research and analysis. It is based on Everest Group’s ongoing tracking of exponential technology companies including start-ups
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Everest Group analyzed 47 start-ups on key dimensions to shortlist the top seven life 
sciences commercial analytics & AI trailblazers

47The initial data of 47 start-ups was collected 
based on market interactions and the existing 
research.

A comprehensive evaluation was done to identify the high 
potential start-ups. High potential start-ups were evaluated 
on the extent of domain-focused offerings, market traction, 
core competencies, disruption in commercial life sciences, 
talent, and leadership.

A further assessment of the high potential start-ups led to 
the identification of life sciences commercial analytics & AI 
trailblazers. These start-ups play a significant role in 
providing life sciences-focused analytics & AI solutions.

Start-ups relevant to the scope of the assessment

High potential start-ups 

Trailblazers

17

7

Dimensions used for prioritizing start-ups

Market buzz and history

Capabilities and disruption

Leadership and talent

Domain focus & coverage

Approach for prioritizing start-ups
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This study offers distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of life sciences 
commercial analytics and AI market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the 
report

Overview of global life sciences commercial analytics & AI market Adoption challenges – technological, talent, and data – faced by enterprises

Life sciences commercial analytics & AI trailblazers | leader board Trailblazer profile 

Siloed marketing and 
sales functions

Data security

Skills shortage

Frail decisioning layer

Integration complexity

Shortlisted 
start-ups

Domain focus 
& coverage

Market buzz 
and history

Disruption and 
capabilities

Talent and
leadership

Overall

Company overview
XYZ is a SaaS provider of an AI-driven customer data platform that is tailor-made for the life 
sciences industry enabling commercial teams to execute personalized and targeted HCP 
engagements via an optimized omnichannel approach.

Fact sheet

Year of incorporation 20xx

Key executives  XYZ, Chief Executive Officer & Co-founder

 XYZ, Chief Tech Evangelist & Co-founder

 XYZ, Chief Technology Officer

Headquarters XYZ, Canada

Number of employees 11-50

Investor confidence – estimated total funding of US$18.4 million
Key investors: XYZ

Sep 2019-Nov 2020

Seed-Round
US$ XYZ million

Feb 2022

Series A
US$ XYZ million

Domain focus & coverage

Market buzz and history

Disruption and capabilities

Talent and leadership

Overall

Life sciences commercial offerings

XYZ – an AI-based consumer data platform that provides dynamic customer segmentation, 
and hence, accurately predicts customer journeys. The platform provides a real-time 
feedback loop from marketing and sales activities, thereby generating actionable insights 
and recommendations. It can measure the value of each customer engagement and refine 
campaign delivery and resource utilization, hence enabling intelligent omnichannel 
optimization.

Recognition and awards

 Recognized as an XYZ of the Year for XYZ by Channel Innovation Awards

 Recognized as one of the top 20 most innovative companies in XYZ by the XYZ

2021 2025

1.9

3.2

1.9

CAGR 2021-25Estimated global life sciences commercial 
analytics & AI products market size 
2021-25, US$ billion

XX%

15-17%

Low High
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